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SUMMARY
The Deliverable D6.2 “Analysis of spatial variability and trends” describes new findings on the spatial
variability of the Arctic ice‐snow cover at sub‐regional scale and provides the analytical explanations on
cryogravic interactions in the study region.
Careful statistical comparison of the glacier change signal with available maps of gravity anomalies, sea
ice charts and long‐term rows of glacioclimatic, meteorological and tidal data gave a substantial
evidence of cryogravic dependences in the study region. High (≥ 0.91) spatial correlation between local
extremities in glacier change signal, sea ice concentration, ice drift and gravity anomalies was
determined, explained and formulated using the basic concepts of hydrostatic stress and gradient
precipitation. It was concluded that significant lateral variations of geopotential influence the local
intensity of solid precipitation, snow accumulation rate and sea ice grow, glacier regime and character
of glacioclimatic changes. Relevant analytical and geophysical explanations were provided and tested
using the basic concepts of hydrostatic stress, lapse rate and non‐orographic gradient precipitation.
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1 Spatial variability of hydrometeorological parameters
across the study region
25‐year long records of daily precipitation and surface pressure obtained from 58 coastal
meteorological stations were involved in the statistical analysis of spatial variability and ice‐related
trends in the Eurasian High Arctic. The location of meteorological stations connected with two
(northern and southern) minimum‐distance polilynes is represented in Figure 1. The average annual
pressure (yellow), precipitation (blue) and normalized precipitation (green) as well as the annual
number of extreme precipitation events (a‐1, red) were calculated and represented in the graphs
below (Fig. 2). The absicc axis gives the sequential station numbers.

Figure 1. Location of meteorological stations connected with minimum‐distance polylines (top) and
spatial distribution of meteorological characteristics along the polylines
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The annual precipitation amount was normalized with the annual water content in the arctic
atmosphere as Pa/AWC. Spatial distribution of the average atmospheric water content is illustrated
in Figure 2. Both, northern (dry) and southern (wet) graph sections in Fig. 1 demonstrate a clear
trend of average surface pressure increasing eastwards , while the annual amount of precipitation
and the frequency of precipitation events seem to be independent of longitude. Yet, there is a
strong sub‐regional spatial correlation between the precipitation amount or intensity and free‐air
gravity anomalies (mGal, violet, mid) or gravity gradients (mGal/km, violet, bottom). Free‐air gravity
anomalies and local gravity gradients were derived using GOCE gravity field data (Release 3, 2009‐
2011), ArcGP grid (2008) and Russian gravimetric maps 1:1000000 (1980s).

Figure 2. Russian map of the average annual water content in the arctic atmosphere (5 km, 95%)

The spatial variability of the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) on study glaciers and ice caps is
represented in Figure 3. The multi‐year orographic ELA measured in our glacier elevation change
(blue graph) maps was 50 to 150 m lower than previously published estimates, e.g. in (Jania & Hagen
1996, red graph in Fig. 3). We guess that the overall glacier mass balance in the study region is less
Grant agreement no.263165
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negative than assumed by other investigators. The trend of increasing ELA from the west to the east
observable in the data published by Jania and Hagen cannot be seen in our data. In contrast, the
dependance of the multi‐year ELA on the geopotential magnitude was mentioned. The locations with
low ELA were usually adjacent to locations of strong positive gravity anomalies. Conversely, the
largest ELA values were situated in the close vicinity of negative anomalies.

Figure 3. Multi‐year ELA on mapped ice caps (1950s ‐ 2010s)
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2 Ice cover trends in high‐arctic areas with anomalous
gravity
All known glaciological models describing the evolution of Arctic land‐ and sea‐ice masses in changing
climate treat the Earth's gravity as horizontally constant, but it isn't. In the High Arctic, the strength
of the gravitational field varies considerably across even short distances under the influence of a
density gradient, and the magnitude of free air gravity anomalies attains 100 mGal and more. On
long‐term base, instantaneous deviations of gravity can have a noticeable effect on the regime and
mass budget of glaciological objects. At best, the gravity‐induced component of ice mass variations
can be determined on topographically smooth, open and steady surfaces, like those of arctic planes,
regular ice caps, frozen lakes and landfast sea ice. The present document reports on the study of
gravity‐driven impacts on glacier mass balance and sea ice regime in the outer periphery of four
Eurasian shelf seas with a very cold, dry climate and rather episodic character of winter precipitation.
As main study objects we had chosen a dozen Russia's northernmost insular ice caps, tens to
hundreds of square kilometres in extent, situated in a close vicinity of strong gravity anomalies and
surrounded with extensive fields of fast and/or drift ice for most of the year. The supposition about
gravitational forcing on glacioclimatic settings in the study region is based on the results of
quantitative comparison and joint interpretation of existing glacier change maps and available data
on the Arctic gravity field and solid precipitation.
The overall mapping of medium‐term (from decadal to half‐centennial) changes in glacier volumes
and quantification of mass balance characteristics in the study region was performed by comparing
reference elevation models of study glaciers derived from Russian topographic maps 1:200,000 (CI =
20 or 40 m) representing the glacier state as in the 1950s‐1980s with modern elevation data
obtained from satellite radar interferometry and lidar altimetry. Free‐air gravity anomalies were
graphically represented in the reference model geometry using Russian gravimetric maps 1:1000000
(1980s), ArcGP grid (2008) and GOCE gravity field data (Release 3, 2009‐2011). 25‐year long records
of daily precipitation obtained from 38 coastal stations were involved in the causality analysis.
At sub‐regional scale the horizontal distribution of glacier elevation changes and sea ice distribution
was not uniform and conformed astonishingly well with the field of geopotential represented in
existing maps of gravity anomaly in the Arctic. A relationship between numerically valued variables of
the ice cover was computed in the form of spatial correlation. Strong positive distance‐weighted
correlation was discovered between the magnitude of geopotential and gravity gradient on one hand
and the precipitation amount, annual number of precipitation "events" and glacier elevation changes
on the other, while it was noted that the correlation decreases in humid and mountainous areas. The
overall magnitude of spatial correlation was given as ≥ +0.91 (correlation radius 25 km).
The correlation analysis revealed the following trends in the study region:
1) the main loss of land ice occurred in the seaward basins of fast‐flowing outlet glaciers, both at
their fronts and tops; typically these glaciers flowed towards strong positive gravity anomalies;
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2) the largest positive glacier elevation changes (about 2 m/a) were observed in the accumulation
areas of the largest slow‐moving ice caps in the vicinity of strong positive gravity anomalies
offshore;
3) ablation processes were more strongly manifested on southern slopes of ice caps, while the
accumulation of snow was generally higher on northern slopes so that main ice divides “shifted”
to the north;
4) most glaciers are situated in areas with a heterogeneous geopotential in the close vicinity of
positive gravity anomalies, while the closest and thickest sea ice is to be found in the aquatories
with negative gravity anomalies;
5) the majority of high‐latitudinal albeit glacier‐free islands with relatively large surface areas and
significant top heights are situated in the areas of “low gravity”;
6) the spatial distribution of steady polynyas and extreme annual values (max/min) of snow
thickness on the fast ice correlate well with the field of geopotential as shown in available gravity
anomaly maps;
7) medium‐term (from decadal to half‐centennial) changes in glacier volumes are interrelated with
the extent and duration of sea ice cover nearby, so that slow‐moving maritime ice caps grow
when the sea ice cover in adjacent waters is small, and they thin when the sea ice cover
consolidates.
An essential positive correlation was also found between the magnitude of gravity anomalies and
snow accumulation on the sea ice, while a strong negative correlation (‐ 0.8) was obtained between
the multi‐year sea ice concentration / drift and the acceleration due to gravity. The thinnest snow
cover and the most consolidated one‐year sea ice are observed in areas of negative gravity anomalies,
e.g. in the north‐eastern part of the Kara Sea, known by sailors as “ice sack”. It was noted that this
correlation vanishes in closed waters and areas of fast ice drift. Besides we recognized that ice
shelves in the areas of negative gravity anomalies feel better than those situated in the area of
positive gravity anomalies. Several examples of maps representing multi‐year sea ice drift and
concentration in the heterogeneous field of gravity are given in Figure 4.
Hence we supposed that significant lateral geopotential variations might influence the local intensity
of sea ice growth, solid precipitation, snow accumulation and the local character of current
glacioclimatic changes. Relevant analytical and geophysical explanations were provided and tested
using the basic concepts of hydrostatic stress, lapse rate and non‐orographic gradient precipitation. It
was concluded that the gravitational impact on the mass balance of arctic maritime ice caps is
threefold.
1) Lateral variations of gravity influence directly the ambient lapse rate thereby modulating the
atmospheric stability and leading to the increased intensity and frequency of heavy snowfalls over
the areas with positive gravity anomalies.
2) Glacier ice deformation, flow, calving and meltwater runoff are gravity‐driven phenomena, and
the removal of glacier ice is closely interrelated with geopotential variations nearby.
3) Gravity anomalies affect processes of sea ice grow, drift and consolidation resulting in generally
lower concentration and lesser thickness of the sea ice found in the aquatories with positive gravity.
The advection of moist air to insular ice caps facilitates sea‐effect snow events and makes glacier
mass balance more positive. The effect is enhanced when the air mass advects toward the centre of
positive anomaly.
Grant agreement no.263165
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The idea about gradient (deviatoric) precipitation and related cryogravic processes does not
contradict to the concept of gravity waves and has some analogy with the hypothesis on "ice lichens"
devised by E.Gernet 80 years ago. Further analogies can be learned from another industry, e.g.
technical chemistry. Several questions associated with the variability of evaporation, ice nucleation,
aerosol deposition and snow redistribution in the heterogeneous field of gravity remain open.

Figure 4. Multi‐year sea ice drift (top) and concentration (bottom) in heterogeneous field of gravity
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3 Analytical explanation of cryogravic interactions
Simple mathematical formulations of gravity impacts on the local weather can be found in the paper
published by A.Luiz from the University of Pisa (1969). He demonstrated the dependence between
the rainfall onset and the diurnal gravity deviations and explained temporal variations in the partial
pressure of water vapour by tidal effects due to the astronomical positions of the earth, sun, and
moon. The idea was criticized from rather formal position by W.Jacoby (1969), who pointed out the
insufficient magnitude of gravitational tides in the atmosphere. Nevertheless, the practice of
applying astronomical data to forecasting unseasonable weather, especially medium and long‐range,
continued to be the admissible approach also in modern times. New studies focussed on barometric
tendencies and characteristic precipitation patterns in time variable gravity field were recently
presented by A.Makosko and B.Panin (2002). In 2009 the regional gravity changes related to
anomalous precipitation were derived from GRACE gravity field data by Seo K. et al. and it was
concluded that “Precipitation anomalies leave signatures in gravity fields in land area through
changes in soil moisture”. We can rephrase this statement as “Gravity anomalies leave signatures in
precipitation fields…” Such paraphrase may make practical sense because the magnitude of gravity
lateral variations is nearly three orders larger than that of temporal deviations.
In order to formulate and to clarify the interplay between basic glacioclimatic parameters and gravity
anomalies we compiled a basic set of simple differential equations describing meteorological and
hydrological settings in the heterogeneous field of gravity. In this analytical consideration, we assume
both atmosphere and hydrosphere to be isostatic and use the well‐known equation relating the
change in hydrostatic pressure P to the change in height or depth
P  gz.

(1)

In equation (1) ρ is the medium density; g is the acceleration due to gravity and z is the height of the
air or water column given as
z  z0  h ,

(2)

where z0 denotes the reference surface with constant, e.g. zero, depth or height, and h is a spatially
varying depth or height function representing sea surface or glacier topography. In most applications
g is considered as constant and the hydrostatic equation is usually written in differential form as
dP
 g,
dz

(3)

where the positive sign indicates that water pressure increases with depth, and the negative sign
denotes that air pressure decreases with height. In a heterogeneous field of gravity g varies, and
equation (3) can be transformed into
dP
z.
dg
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The change in pressure with gravity dP/dg is large in denser and colder mediums and should be more
noticeable in cold regions at larger heights and depths.
Differentiation of equation (1) along the horizontal coordinate x under the assumption of constant
density and temperature gives the next formula relating the horizontal gradient of water vapour
(partial) pressure to the gravity gradient and glacier topography
dPv
dh 
 dg
 v   z 
g ,
dx
dx 
 dx

(5)

where the subscript ν stands for water vapour and the overbar means spatial averaging. The term
dh dx represents glacier topography and dg dx is the lateral gravity gradient in the direction of moist
air advection. An identical equation with the positive sign on the right hand side can be obtained for
the horizontal gradient of hydrostatic pressure in the water.
In stratiform precipitating clouds the growth of droplets and the intensity of ice nucleation are
proportional to the partial pressure of water vapour. The insertion of formula (5) in the Hertz‐
Knudsen equation for the intensity of ice nucleation, a determining factor for the onset of snowfall,
gives the following expression describing the probability of snowfall as a function of gravity gradient:

dWnet , i
dx



ad   v

dh 
 dg
 z 
 g  .
dx 
2  mv  k B  T  dx

(6)

In equation (6)  d  0.01 2C  1.085C is the deposition coefficient depending on the air temperature T;
mv is the molar mass of vapour, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Similar interrelations can be
derived from the ice nuclei parameterizations offered by Fletcher (1962) and Meyers et al. (1992).
By analogy with the biological phenomenon of geotropism our formulae describing glacioclimatic
settings in the heterogeneous field of gravity were called as geotropic equations. Equations
describing glacier mechanics can also be presented in differential form involving gravity gradients
and spatial variations of glacier thickness. However, this is beyond the scope of the present
document as are several important but specific questions concerning the wind transport of snow and
the influence of oceanic currents on the sea ice drift, which are also governed by gravity. Those
interested
in
details
are
referred
to
other
publications,
e.g.
http://dib.joanneum.at/smaragd/downloads/SMARAGD_Brochure_100610_ed_title.pdf
or
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2012EGUGA..14.1177S. The main results of our study on glacier
mass balance in high‐arctic areas with anomalous gravity were presented in the EGU2012 poster and
accessible at http://dib.joanneum.at/MAIRES/index.php?page=products (See Fig. 5).

END OF DOCUMENT
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Figure 5. EGU2012 Poster on glacier mass balance in high‐arctic areas with anomalous gravity
(accessible at http://dib.joanneum.at/MAIRES/index.php?page=products)
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